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HighlightsDear colleagues,

It is my pleasure to present to you the International Rights Catalogue "Spring 2012" for the Muenchner Verlagsgruppe 

GmbH with its five Imprints:

 Popular Business: Management, Economy, Politics, Job, Careers 
 Finance Guides for professionals and private investors: Finance  
 Investment, Trading
 Professional Business: Marketing Business: Marketing,  
 Management, Sales, Production 
 True Crime, Lifestyle, Non-Fiction & Biography, Humor, Sport,  
 Fitness, Beauty 
 Non-Fiction & Biography, Personal Development,  
 Communication, Self-Help

Highlights in this Spring are:

 
Redline Verlag "In Data We Trust – How Customer Data Is Revolutionising Our Economy"   
 by Bjoern Bloching/Lars Luck & Thomas Ramge  
 "Secrets of Top Coaches" by Gerd Kulhavy & Susan Petz  
 "Tips on Self-Coaching from Top Performers" by Marion Klimmer  
 "They ain’t bought nothing yet" by Martin Limeck 6the edition (amazon Bestseller) 
 "Totally Fed Up?" by Klaus Schuster

FinanzBuch Verlag "Astro-Trading" by Iris Treppner  
 "Strategic Metals and Rare Earths" by Mikael Henrik von Nauckhoff  
 "World War of the Currencies" by Daniel D. Eckert fifth extended and updated edition

mi Wirtschaftsbuch "Co-PI –The Cycle of Performance Improvement" by Hans Joachim Lindau 
 "Moderative Leadership" by Dr. Wolfram Fuchs  

riva Verlag "Terence Hill -The exclusive biography" by Ulf Luedeke  
 "My Life" by Rudi Assauer with Patrick Strasser  
 "B.FIT in 30 Days" by Barbara Becker  
 "Charlies little guidebook for Upbringing" by Daniel Wichmann

mvgVerlag "The Fitness Projekt" by Alexandra Reinwarth  
 "The Anti-Burnout Book" by Oliver Fritsch & Michaela Lang  
 "Take a Deep Breath and Move Forward" by Natascha Ochsenknecht  
 "The Message of Your Soul" by Kurt Tepperwein  
 "Learning Success Guaranteed" by Christian Gruenning  
 "Don´t Change Your Partner; Change Yourself!" by Gabriela Friedrich

Maria Pinto-Peuckmann  Phone: + 49-89-65 12 85-2 44
Rights Director / International Affairs  Fax: +49-89-65 20 96
Muenchner Verlagsgruppe GmbH  E-Mail: mpinto-peuckmann@m-vg.de

We control world rights on all new and backlist titles and I would be happy to send you reading samples on publication.
I wish you an enjoyable browse through our catalogue!

Visit us on www.muenchner-verlagsgruppe.de, www.finanzbuchverlag.de,  
www. redline-verlag.de, www.mi-wirtschaftsbuch.de, www.rivaverlag.de and www.mvg-verlag.de

FinanzBuch Verlag
S. 06 - 17

mi - Wirtschaftsbuch
S. 20 - 25

Redline Verlag
S. 28 - 43

riva Verlag
S. 46 - 67

mvg Verlag
S. 70 - 95





Get prepared and create your  
own future!

The guide for medium and  
long-term crisis prevention

Five experts give tips for  
personal strategies

While what’s ahead for the European monetary union is very much uncertain, one thing is very 
predictable. The consequences of the bailout policy will affect every one of us. Regardless of 
whether they result in inflation, deflation, or "only" a stage of economic stagnation, the govern-
ments must withdraw more of their support from sectors that could be privately run. More and 
more will be expected from the citizens of a country. The wealthy may be asked to pay through 
higher taxes, special levies or load balancing. The less-haves will suffer from degradation of 
services.

Those who want to escape this downward spiral must once again rely more on themselves and 
substitute public service promises with private and regional networks. More self-care will be 
required rather than any other external props, which equally applies to retirement savings.

Five experts in this book point out possible scenarios and provide recommendations on how 
each individual can prepare for the best outcome. Which values are important, which qualities 
are worthwhile (re)learning? Which investments are better in crisis situations and also stable 
in value, and how meaningful is prevention?

Here’s what everyone can do now … and must do! This rescue guide is for anyone who does not 
want to be the victim of a life more and more regulated and defined by the government.

SIMOnE BOEHRInGER (Hrsg.) is a qualified economist and financial journalist. After 
initial stock market experience at TV channel n-tv, she followed the origins of the New Economy bubble as 
an editor at Yukom publishing house and has written for more than 10 years as an editor for the Sueddeut-
sche Zeitung on matters relating to banks, stock exchanges, currency and economic crisis.

Simone Boehringer (Hrsg.) 
A Personal Rescue Package

Because you can no longer count on the 
government or banks to help in a crisis

240 pages / 14.5 × 22.7 cm 
Hardcover with dust jacket
€ 19.99

ISBn 978-3-89879-689-7
May 2012 
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"Millionaires do not use astrology, 
billionaires do." 

Iris Treppner, since the age of 17, has been involved with astrology, alter-
native healing methods and card readings. From an early interest in studying 
architecture, she now works as a freelance writer and a life counselor. Some of her 
publications include Die Sybille der Salons and Der Lenormand Erfolgsplaner, as well 
as The Lenormand Schicksals-Timer.

Investing Without Prior Knowledge

 

Forecasting with foresight up to 
2021 for euro, gold and DAX

Iris Treppner
Astro-Trading

How traders beat the stock market 
with astrology

Approximately 304 pages /  
14.5 × 22.7 cm 
Softcover
€ 19.99 

ISBn 978-3-89879-677-4
May 2012 

Everyone who takes part in the stock market will know that profits basically come down to 
optimizing growth and limiting any damage. So why not use all available means to find the 
intersection of various financial forecasts? 

Iris Treppner is well known worldwide among traders. She has, with her astrological predic-
tion technology, not only preselected Europe’s fabulous "Iron Trader Win" but landed in the 
top ten, which included a trip to New York to visit Markus Koch. 

On the basis of company trade-offs or the date of a launch, she has been able to create "birth" 
horoscopes for organizations and to analyze these charts step-by-step with the people concer-
ned with the fortunes of company stocks.

In her book, she introduces a 10-step program that can be used successfully for DAX, gold and 
the euro. Furthermore, she has with that method made a forecast for all these up to the year 
2021. Call it Astro-Trading – a slightly different way of stock analysis for visionaries!

J. P. Morgan
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This updated edition covers the enormous flow 
of events surrounding the government finan-
cial picture in Greece, as well as the rapidly 
growing US debt crisis.

Daniel D. Eckert is widely informed in inter-
national finance and answers all questions most 
pertinent to the current international crisis. 

First edition sold to Korean, China and Czech 
language.

The euro is the major unknown factor in the 
international currency structure. Serious design 
flaws threaten to blow up the monetary union. 
Will the euro still exist as Europe’s common 
currency in the next five or ten years?

Max Otte has shown in this book his strate-
gies that have been proven successful over 
the years and earned profits on the stock 
markets. The information he details can be 
used by anyone to convert their stocks into 
profitable equity investments.

Otte, however, goes one step further and pre-
sents portraits of other successful investors 
and the methods with which they have made 
their fortunes. One focus of the book is based 
on the principles of value-based investing 
because this approach will ensure capital 
retention and long-term value creation for 
a portfolio. A detailed listing of the major 
stock market traps and how to avoid them is 
a valuable addition, also.

Daniel D. Eckert, Born in 1970, 
he is editor of the economics department 
of WELT and WELT am Sunday, where he 
specializes in the issues of monetary poli-
cy and public finance. His economics best-
seller World War of the Currencies has been 
translated into several languages, including 
Chinese.

15,000 copies sold so far. 

Expanded and updated with the 
most important world current 
events.

The future of the euro and  
the dollar.

  The new "Otte" – a must for all 
small investors

  Proven successful and profitable 
equity strategies

  How to make a personalized  
portfolio of stocks

Daniel D. Eckert
World War of the  
Currencies
How to fight the euro and the gold 
yuan, and the legacy of the dollar

Approximately 304 pages /  
14.5 × 22.7 cm  
Hardcover with dust jacket
€ 19.99

ISBn 978-3-89879-684-2
June 2012 
Fifth extended and updated edition

Max Otte 
Finally Earn Money  
in Stocks
The strategies and techniques that 
promise success

Approximately 304 pages /  
14.5 × 22.7 cm 
Hardcover with dust jacket 
€ 22.99

ISBn 978-3-89879-631-6
June 2012 
Already announced

Current facts about the global  
currency war.

At last! In March 2012 the new book 
by Max Otte arrives!

Prof. Dr. Max Otte 
is the most famous stock market 
professional in Germany.  His 
books are all bestsellers. He is 
also the “stock market star” for 
the years 2009, 2010, and 2011 
as named by the major invest-
ment magazine Boe rse Online.
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The watch market promises a lucrative and safe 
investment. Precisely for this reason, investors 
choose high-quality attractive watches as medi-
um- to long-term investments.

Their value has not diminished, thanks to the 
persistently strong demand from the Middle 
and Far East markets, which are relatively sta-
ble and even show an increasing trend.

Valuable tips include examples such as that 
only about twenty percent of the Nobel wat-
ches being suitable as purchases for investment. 
Michael Brueckner presents readers with a 
practical guide on buying the best brands when 
shopping, on achieving price reductions and, 
at the same time, protecting against duplicates, 
and on selecting the brands that represent the 
best investment. 

More than 15,000 copies sold of 
the first edition

The expert in investments in 
clocks and luxury goods

Michael Brueckner 
Watches as a Capital  
Investment

Status, luxury and lucrative  
investment

Approximately 304 pages /  
14.5 × 22.7 cm 
Hardcover with dust jacket
€ 34.99

ISBn 978-3-89879-693-4
February 2012

Sound investments with capital and 
in prestigious collectibles

Michael Brueckner is a 
business journalist, author, and a pro-
found connoisseur of timepieces. 
Numerous books and publications on 
financial investment themes, especially 
in the luxury sector, characterize him 
as an expert on the high-price segment 
of collectibles. He also runs the online 
journal www.luxus-momente.de.

The game is won by those who most frequent-
ly pocket the ball over the opponents’ goal-
post. The same is true for successful equity 
investment. The sport is the strategy and, here, 
the gateway to the stock market. The connec-
ting elements between ball sports and the stock 
market are the high emotions, fascination with 
the game, rules, poor decisions, chance, good 
luck and bad luck, and surprises. Any of these 
can turn outsiders or underdogs into match 
winners, and turn losers into all-time favou-
rites.

And there are many more similarities. Even 
the classification of the DAX, MDAX, TecDAX, 
SDAX and EURO STOXX exhibits many paral-
lels to the first-to-third stage Premier League 
and European Football competitions.

BEATE SAnDER, as a commen-
tator, presenter and interviewee, speaks 
from her many years of experience in Ger-
man-speaking countries to clarify compli-
cated aspects of investing. Her trademark 
style is exciting, informative, easily under-
standable and practically oriented.

What investors can learn from the 
game of football

Similarities between football and 
the stock market

From the “Grand Lady” of German 
stock market literature

Beate Sander
The Ball Must Go Into  
the net!

What unites and makes exciting  
football, stocks and shares

320 pages / 14.5 × 22.7 cm 
Paperback
€ 24.99

ISBn 978-3-89879-681-1
April 2012

The Champions League and the  
financial investors
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Konstantin von Reden-Luetcken is 
a lawyer and partner at the law firm Thomsen partner, 
Berlin, and chairman of Silver Eagle Consulting AG, St. 
Gallen. Over the past three years he has advised twenty 
companies in the unofficial market, accompanied them 
during the IPO and thereafter provided legal and strate-
gic advice.

Christopher Runge has, in the context of the 
formation of companies and for those seeking an IPO, 
specialized in the handling of administrative and legal 
tasks associated with company formation and the IPO 
process.

Practical experience and theoreti-
cal knowledge for the unofficial 
market

Backed by practical examples

Konstantin von Reden-Luetcken
Christoph A. Runge 
Unofficial Market – The 
unregulated stock market 

Opportunities and risks

About 208 pages / 13.5 × 21.0 cm 
Paperback
€ 12.99

ISBn 978-3-89879-683-5
December 2012

Certainty in the  
unregulated market

This book provides extensive theoretical know-
ledge in addition to practical experience of the 
regulated unofficial market, which is today 
called the “open market.” Here, the authors 
explain the emergence of this market segment, 
its boundaries on the regulated market, and 
introduce you to the relevant legal conditions 
of this unregulated market. Readers are given 
practical examples and pertinent background 
information.

André Tiedje
BrIC is the Future  
€12,95 
IsBn 978-3-89879-612-5

Lars Gottwik 
rainbow-trading  
€14,90 
IsBn 978-3-89879-570-8

In the coming decades, Asia, Latin Ameri-
ca, Eastern Europe and Africa are going to 
be the greatest investment opportunities. 
And for investors,, emerging markets are 
their focus. The core of the system in these 
markets is the popular BRIC strategy. But 
how to invest there correctly?

Rainbow Trading is a relatively unknown 
momentum strategy that is practised 
through the distinctive use of moving ave-
rages and their appearance. The Rainbow 
trader looks at markets and time frames of 
significant trend movements in order to 
trade in this trend.

simplified
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Stefan Risse 
Inflation ahead
19,90 €
204 pages 
ISBN 978-3-89879-504-3 
Wold rights (except simplified 
Chinese) available. 
6th edition 2011

Rolf Morrien, Janne Joerg Kipp 
State Bankrupty  
Will Come!
29,95 €
288 pages 
ISBN 978-3-89879-600-2 
World rights (except simplified 
Chinese) available.
1st edition 2011
1st edition 2011

Dimitri Speck 
The Secret gold Policy
24,90 € 
336 pages 
ISBN 978-3-89879-514-2 
World rights (except simplified  
Chinese)available.
2nd edition 2010

Mikael Hendrik von  
Nauckhoff 
Strategic Metals and 
Rare Earths.
19,99 €
384 pages 
ISBN 978-3-89879-647-7 
World rights (except eng-
lish, and Arabic language) 
available.
2nd edition 2011

Daniel D. Eckert 
World War of the  
Currencies
49,95 € 
272 pages 
ISBN 978-3-89879-5951 
World rights (except Korea, 
chinese and Czech) available. 
simplified 
4th edition 2011

Guenther Hannich 
The forthcoming Euro 
catastrophe

19,95 € 
208 pages 
ISBN 978-3-89879-509-8 
World rights (except Serbian 
and chinese) available. 
simplified 
3rd edition 2010

Karl Pilny, Gerard Reid 
The  Great Energy Game
29,99 € 
272 pages
ISBN 978-3-89879-639-2 
World rights (except Arabic 
language) available. 
1st edition 2011

Detlef Wormstall  
Every Trader neeks a 
Plan

29,99 € 
224 pages 
ISBN 978-3-89879-499-2 
World rights available. 
1st edition 2011

Norman Schwarze 
Investing in Gold

14,90 € 
224 pages 
ISBN 978-3-89879-429-9
World rights available. 
2nd edition 2011

1716
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Apps. For the past three years, these appli-
cations from the mobile business market have 
become indispensable to all mobile users. 
Ranging from ordinary users to high-profile 
corporate executives, almost everyone uses 
them every day. It has never been so simple 
and easy to find information, offers, or games 
and also to quickly apply them to our lives.

Dr. Ansgar Mayer has created with his work a 
practical management book for the strategic 
use of apps. It covers both practical applica-
tion – as illustrated by many pictures – and 
large theoretical ground, which is highlighted 
by the latest performance figures. In addition 
to this, the book is supplemented by high-pro-
file interviews with creators of the app-econo-
my, such as Heike Scholz, who founded the 
blog mobile zeitgeist. 

DR. AnSGAR 
MAYER is a cross-
media and mobile busi-
ness specialist.
Since 2007 he has been 
head of Cross Media at 
the ASA and the CEO-
ThinkTank Axel Sprin-
ger AG.

In the year 2010, revenues from all 
app stores worldwide were estima-
ted at 5.2 billion US dollars.

Mobile business is emerging as a 
mass market phenomenon, and 
apps are going to be the new lan-
guage of the world.

Dr. Ansgar Mayer
The App-Economy

Billions-worth market mobile business

About 224 pages / 17.0 × 24.0 cm 
Hardcover with dust jacket
€ 49.99

ISBn 978-3-86880-133-0
March 2012

Billions-Worth Market for App 

Apps werden 
Titelthema

We are currently experiencing an accelerated 
shift in values that leaves not a stone untur-
ned for many people and in many families. Life-
style changes are widespread, caused by 
financial crisis, a crisis in democracies world-
wide, and demographic changes in unprece-
dented directions.

The consumption habits of 65-year-olds in 2025 
are more like those of 25-year-olds as compa-
red to that of the 65-year-olds 30 years ago. 
Continuous recession and climate change have 
meant that we will discover, in the coming 
years, whole new lifestyles, such as those of 
the Frugalisten, the "Brigitte" Women, the 
Screen Generation, Eco-Normalos, the Latte 
Macchiato Families, and the Precarious Project 
Managers..

DR. EIKE WEnzEL is the founder and direc-
tor of the Institute for Trends and Future Research (GmbH). 
He is also editor-in-chief of the Future Letters 
www.zukunftsletter.de. 

CORInnA LAnGWIESER is a graduate 
communications expert, independent trend expert and 
futurologist, author and lecturer.

OLIvER DzIEMBA is a lifestyle expert and 
researcher, and works as a consumer trend analyst, author 
and consultant on various projects. 

Development of new lifestyles with 
the GFK

Companies can begin right now to 
meet the needs of tomorrow

Latest models from the Sinus-
Milieus®and in target-arithmetic

Dr. Eike Wenzel, Corinna  
Langwieser, Oliver Dziemba
How We Will Be Living 
Tomorrow
15 lifestyle trends that will shape  
our future

About 224 pages / 17.0 × 24.0 cm 
Hardcover with dust jacket
€ 34.99

ISBn 978-3-86880-134-7
April 2012

New lifestyles in the  
coming decades.
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Moderative Leadership supports an extraordi-
nary degree of development of a company‘s 
values At the same time, these values serve as 
a benchmark for a modern management cul-
ture. They are based on the approach of manage-
ment and their principles that shape the 
company‘s image in the public,,thus influenci-
ng employee and customer loyalty. From an 
economic perspective, the company achieves 
higher yields, consequently enhancing corpo-
rate earnings.

DR. WOLFRAM FUCHS examines the 
values of moderative leadership on the basis of cur-
rent management scenario in both medium- and lar-
ge-scale enterprises. In this way he shows the inno-
vative methodology of this leadership style. He has 
also documented numerous examples and provides 
checklists for the personal Implementation of this 
professional practice for the benefit of his readers.

Dr. Wolfram Fuchs has been the 
Managing Director of AVINA GmbH 
since 2005.

The company is engaged in desig-
ning, planning, organising and 
implementing training activities in 
the areas of personnel, management 
and sales. The author has conducted 
numerous training and development 
activities in various companies.

Written by the inventor of Moderative 
Leadership. 

Practical examples of different 

Checklists for implementing Mode-
rative Leadership in practice. types 
of responsible leadership.

The future model for  
every business

Dr. Wolfram Fuchs
Moderative Leadership

Development of values with sales  
orientation and motivation.

About 160 pages | 17.0 × 24.0 cm 
Hardcover
€ 34.99

ISBn 978-3-86880-132-3
December 2011

In times when there are increasing dynamism 
in markets and competitive pressures, the 
question of the economic contribution of 
human resources departments to the develop-
ment of companies is being asked more often 
and louder.

Hans-Joachim Lindau has introduced an Ameri-
can concept in Germany, namely, Performance 
Improvement Discipline. He has introduced this 
in the areas of planning, management and imple-
mentation of staff development processes, which 
are results-oriented, and aligning it with the stra-
tegic goals of organizations. With the establish-
ment of this strategic concept, structural and 
human resources management measures will 
be linked with business activities so that they 
lead to the desired business goals.

HAnS-JOACHIM LInDAU founded the 
consulting firm LINDAU Management Services in mid-
2010. He previously gathered extensive experience as 
managing partner at Achieve Germany and as a mana-
ging director at INTEA.  He also served as a sales and 
marketing manager at the international consulting firm 
Times Mirror Consulting. There he received his trai-
ning as a consultant, trainer and coach after having 
studied education, social sciences, and economics.

This concept has already been suc-
cessfully introduced in large Ger-
man companies

Includes a comprehensive check of 
70 criteria.

Hans-Joachim Lindau
CoPI – The Cycle of Perfor-
mance Improvement

Enhancing returns by human  
resources development

About 208 pages | 17.0 × 24.0 cm 
Hardcover
€ 39.99

ISBn 978-3-86880-136-1
February 2012

Enhance returns with human  
resources development
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Nicole Gaiziunas 
Development in Supply 
Chain Management  
(English Edition)
49,90 € 
232 pages
ISBN 978-3-86880-029-5 
World rights (except English for 
India, subcontinent) available. 
1st edition 2010

Stephan Scholtissek 
Innovation Excellence 
(original English edition) 
39,95 € 
160 pages
ISBN 978-3-86880-124-8 
World rights (except simplified 
Chinese and Portuguese) 
available. 
2nd edition 2011

Michael Birkenbihl 
Train the Trainer
49,95 € 
456 pages 
ISBN 978-3-86880-125-5 
World rights (except Arabic 
language and simplified 
Chinese) available. 
20th edition 2011

Michael Neubert
International Market 
Development

49,95 € 
368 pages 
ISBN 978-3-86880-129-3 
World rights available. 
1st edition 2011

Veronika Bellone,  
Thomas Matla 
Praxisbuch Franchising
79,95 € 
224 pages 
ISBN 978-3-86880-119-4 
World rights (except the 
Arabic language) available. 
1st edition 2010

Christian Belz, Markus Muellner,  
Dirk Zupancic  
Excellence in Key Account 
Management
49,95 € 
352 pages
ISBN 978-3-86880-112-5 
World rights (except India  
Subcontinent and english  
and Arabic language) available. 
2nd updated and revised edition 2011

Christian Mikunda 
The forbitten place or: the 
enacted enticement

36,00 € 
224 pages
ISBN 978-3-86880-131-6 
World rights (except Korea) 
available. 
1st edition 2011

BEST OF MIBEST OF MI
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Gerd Kulhavy | Susanne Petz
Secrets of Top Coaches
The best strategies for your personal success 

208 pages / 14.8 × 21.0 cm 
Hardcover
€ 24.99

ISBN 978-3-86881-337-1

The secrets of success for all the  
best coaches.

The key to success for all seeking  
self-made achievement

So everyone can become a trademark

SuSanne PeTz looks at the training industry from the perspective of a journalist and is also a counsellor herself. The former 
Press Officer of the Deutsch Speakers Association (GSA), she counsels speakers and books their engagements. As a media and com-
munications professional, Susanne is sought after by many top DAX-listed companies, where she coaches executives in developing 
a convincing performance. Her motto: "Personality is the key to convincing and authentic performance".

Gerd Kulhavy is the founder and owner of the speaker’s agency Speakers Excellence. For over 15 years he has studied secrets 
of success of various trainers and speakers. He is a specialist in training individuals and positioning them as prominent speakers 
listed in Marke, the Annual Top 100 Catalog, which is considered the reference book and Who‘s Who of the industry. Speakers 
Excellence was honoured in 2005 as the “best speakers agency in Germany for innovative enterprise".

Only the best are good enough to learn from. True to this motto, Gerd Kulhavy and Susan Petz have interviewed 15 top trai-
ners and brought their secrets for success out in the open. Whether they’ve emphasized their strengths to differentiate them-
selves from others or have stressed branding themselves and their services, for each case this book provides the key to success. 
Well-known trainers and speakers like Lothar Seiwert, Sabine Asgodom, Marco von Muenchhausen, Thorsten Havener, Oliver 
Geisselhart, Hans-Uwe L. Kohler and others show you what is possible and how to achieve your goals.

Not only would-be coaches but anyone who aims to enhance a successful career and raise a personal profile will find inspira-
tion, tips and techniques here to carry their dreams forward. The authors, being seasoned professionals, have compiled the 
absolutely best practices – and thus created a standard work on personal branding.

noT juST unique –  
SuCCeSSful!

may 2012
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Marion Klimmer
Tips on Self-Coaching from Top 
Performers
Achieving personal peak results

280 pages / 16.8 × 22.0 cm 
Paperback
€ 24.99

ISBN 978-3-86881-324-1

instructions for coaching and self  
coaching

Tips and tricks for coping with stress  
and stage fear

With many interviews of prominent top 
performers

marion Klimmer is the proprietor of Klimmer Coaching & Training in Hamburg. Since 2004 she has been 
independently engaged as a trainer and coach, and prepares her clients to make them achieve their peak perfor-
mance moments. She introduced a modular exam coaching program, which has, for example, significantly redu-
ced the high failure rate in the examination conducted for tax consultants and Certified Public Accountants.

Katrin Mueller-Hohenstein Bernd Buchholz Lars Hinrichs

Sweaty palms before the exam, trembling voices in important pre-
sentations, or simply exhaustion – all these arise while the task is 
still far from being done. For all these problems this book provides 
a remedy through professional self-coaching. Marion Klimmer has 
demonstrated in this book that anyone can be his or her own coach 
and achieve peak performance. Also, the book shows the different 
coaching techniques that are used. Using methods like Wingwave 
or Travel Profile,, it is possible to bring examinees, top athletes, 
managers and individuals into a state of mental equilibrium. In 
addition, we learn through the help of many interviews in the O-Ton 
how to coach top performers and get their stage fear under control, 
with inputs from people like Katrin Mueller-Hohenstein (ZDF sports 
presenter), Bernd Buchholz (Gruner + Jahr), Lars Hinrichs (XING), 
Martina Eberl (Profigolferin), Prof. Dr. Bjoern Bloching (Roland 
Berger Strategy Consultants) and many others. 

The beST CoaChinG for 
PeaK PerformanCe

Top-Performer:

Profession ǀ Career
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how data overkill and data-based  
marketing will change the business

quality not quantity: Customer data  
used properly

journalist and experts from the renowned 
corporate consulting firm roland berger

World rights except 
english available

Bjoern Bloching | Lars Luck  
Thomas Ramge
in data we trust
How customer data will revolutionize  
business  

224 pages / 14.8 × 21.0 cm 
Hardcover with dust jacket
€ 24.99

ISBN 978-3-86881-319-7

Prof. dr. bjoern bloChinG, a senior partner 
at Roland Berger Strategy Consultants, is head of the 
International Competence Center for Marketing & Sales 
as well as the Hamburg office of Roland Berger Stra-
tegy Consultants.

larS luCK is a partner at Roland Berger Strategy 
Consultants, where he heads the practice group Mar-
ket Attack. For over 10 years he has been a manage-
ment consultant advising global market leaders and 
SMEs.

ThomaS ramGe works as an author for the busi-
ness magazine Brand Eins and writes there regularly 
about IT and marketing issues. In 2007 he received 
the Herbert Quandt Media Award. His book Die Flicks 
was awarded the German Business Book Award.

Aunt Emma always saved all the important data about her customers in her mind. Today, manufacturers and dealers gather details 
in large numbers about the mass market in the form of digital data. Credit card companies can even predict who will divorce in 
the next five years. Impossible? It is possible because the new world of "Big Data" enables companies to predict customer behavi-
our, often better than the customers themselves. Using social media, cloud computing and smartphone, these companies lift the 
limitations of online and offline worlds more and more, and continue to broaden their data base. Big Data will bring about fun-
damental changes in our society, politics and economy just like the sweeping changes brought in by electricity and the Internet. 

Companies must therefore quickly learn to use the exponentially growing data records intelligently. The big winner in the game 
will be the data-based marketing company that filters out relevant information about their customers and use this superior know-
ledge comprehensively and productively. Regardless of whether it is a large corporation, online retailer or even a pizza delivery 
service, data analysis rather than data paralysis is the need of the hour. 

The daTa revoluTion  
haS beGun!

"Digitization through the eyes of 
insiders. Very enlightening. And in 
some places even a bit disturbing."
Tom Buhrow, journalist and moderator of Tagesthemen.

january 2012
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Crisis, stress and burnout: Why many 
managers have forgotten the most 
important thing - the fun

fun and joy at work - the number 1 factor 
for productivity 

how managers motivate employees, with 
more humor, more momentum and more 
better  performance.

rights sold to Slovene.

Klaus Schuster
Totally fed up?
For more fun and motivation  
in management

208 pages | 14.8 × 21.0 cm 
Hardcover
€ 16,99

ISBN 978-3-86881-327-2

At last fun at work!
Managers want to be motivated: by big bonuses, big company car and attractive female assistants or assistants. This is the ste-
reotype and prejudice among the public. But the truth is even worse, managers and women managers actually want only one 
thing: they want to have fun!

But what happens when a manager‘s fun is gone? It is very simple a manager will not be bothered about his job.  Then they 
must actively manage their fun. Instead of commissions or other pleasures they should think about what really brings fun, 
which gives them a good feel and power.

Because only those who have delight in his work, has the drive for performance, of his own and that of his employees. And 
only those people will be successful in the long run, who retain their quality of life and the enjoyment of their profession. The 
appropriate management tool for all these is this book!

aT laST fun aT WorK!

Klaus Schuster
The cheeky bird catches the worm

€  16,95 
ISBN 978-3-86881-272-5 
Rights sold to Czech and Slovene

Klaus Schuster
11 management sins

€  14,90 
ISBN 978-3-86881-038-7 
Rights sold to Czech, Slovene, Hungarian

KlauS SChuSTer was for many years director of a major international financial institution and troubleshoo-
ter and was instrumental in creation of a branch company in Eastern Europe. Meanwhile, he has his own com-
pany where he consults, coaches and trains executives and junior executives from all industries and sectors. With 
his first two books he has ended up being a business bestseller. He also writes articles and columns for print and 
web media. Of late he had an increasing number of executives and staff who seeked help to find the fun back at 
work - from which this book emerged.

ManageMent ManageMent34 35ManageMent 35ManageMent34
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Why so many creative approaches bring 
nothing in practice

how every enterprise can foster creative 
thinking.

These days more and more creativity and innovation is requi-
red on all sides. More and more experts, journalists, mana-
gers, educators and scientists see this as the decisive factor 
for their breakthrough. But everybody is least conscious of 
what is actually meant by genius and what matters the most 
about creativity. Really creative people never refer to them-
selves as very creative. Instead, they are only more productive. 
Therein lies the secret of the knowledge society.

In this book the author provides a critical, intellectual and 
practical counterpoint to the superficial plea for abstract crea-
tivity. Against the backdrop of his own work as consultant, 
musician, game designer and entrepreneur, he illustrates how 
creative productivity and results can be truly promoted in 
yourself and in your own organization. He has developed a 
"logic of creation" in which he also identifies openly unpo-
pular prerequisites for creative success, such as discipline, 
systematic working and concentration.

Conclusion: What looks like a stroke of genius is, in truth, 
the result of hard work.

Why haS no GeniuS ever 
fallen from The SKy?

Wolfgang A. Erharter
if Creativity does not exist
How to Develop Brilliant Ideas

240 pages / 14.8 × 21.0 cm 
Hardcover
€ 24,99

ISBN 978-3-86881-332-6

WolfGanG a. erharTer is consultant at the prestigious Malik Management Center, St. Gallen. Through 
his original training as a classical violinist and jazz bass player, he has designed,  managed and monitored crea-
tive processes for years,. As a consultant, his focus is on the development of innovative corporate culture and incre-
asing the effectiveness of professionals and executives. As part of his international activities, he has been holding 
regularly for 15 years German and English workshops, lectures, coaching sessions and large group events on 
creativity and innovation, hard work, and dealing with missing inspiration.

june 2012
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Snails Don’t Suddenly Leap Forward by Holger Broer is a 
book meant for the selling community. He provides not only 
classical tips and common examples but a complete, wholistic 
training for successful customer acquisition. For properly sel-
ling and winning over customers, it takes only some natural 
talent and goodwill. This guide, which is practical and enter-
taining, will be invaluable to those sales professionals who have 
consciously committed themselves to their careers and who want 
to make their jobs easier and better. 

With the help of exercises, checklists and practical tips, Holger 
Broeer gives sellers a step-by-step guide on the road to success. 
His ISP model (Intuitive Sales Program) aims to optimize sales 
and help set targets and performance measurements, as well as 
to systematically improve the acquisitions. He shows that acqui-
sition is not rocket science but a solid craft that can also be fun. 
And who knows? Perhaps a well-trained salesman could soon 
became a top salesman!

hoW To imProve SaleS 
WiTh a SySTem

advancement is a given with good work 
plus good service

What makes for proper service  
communication?

from well-known service experts

PromoTe your ProduCT 
by PromoTinG ProduCT 
ServiCe

Sabine Huebner
Reiner App
Cared-for Customers Spread the 
Word
Good service communications create success 

240 pages / 14.8 × 21.0 cm 
Hardcover
€ 24,99

ISBN 978-3-86881-336-4

Holger Broeer
Snails do not Suddenly leap  
forward
Successful calibration with a system to gain 
new customers 

200 pages / 14.8 × 21.0 cm 
Hardcover
€ 24.99

ISBN 978-3-86881-339-5

For many buyers, good customer care is the decisive factor in choo-
sing a service, a product and, ultimately, a company to do business 
with. But many firms provide an excellent range of services they 
don’t promote. The customer knows nothing about them until far 
down the line from point of purchase. The best service is one whose 
availability is made known up front. Service professionals Reiner 
App and Sabine Huebner show in 22 chapters how a well-commu-
nicated service becomes a perfect marketing tool for companies. 
They point to the most common mistakes, offering effective com-
munication solutions and describing the most successful ways to 
provide optimal service.

Sabine huebner is a consultant for Service-Kultur. The expert on service quality has made a name for herself in recent years within the borders of 
Germany and outside. Many national and international companies rely on her recommendations. Her numerous speeches throughout German-speaking 
countries are attended each year by thousands of people. She has been publishing in the Redline directory under "Service Makes The Difference. How Happy 
Customers and Companies Are Successful".

reiner aPP is a media and communications expert. He advises companies, institutions, politicians and TV celebrities. A trained journalist, he has ser-
ved as an executive in the media field for many years and has worked in newspapers and other media organizations; he also has contacts within a wide 
network of institutions, politics and media. Reiner App has published numerous articles in the daily and specialist press. 

holGer broeer is the founder of the com-
pany Broeer & Partner. His company is the only 
firm that offers training in acquiring new cus-
tomers, meaningfully combined with the deve-
lopment of appropriate staffing solutions. Broer 
& Partner ranks among the best management 
consulting firms in Germany. Since 2000, Holger 
Broeer has given sales training courses for 
numerous international clients and is a frequent 
speaker at business conferences.

for those sellers who want to become  
even better

The basic education for successful  
customer acquisition

With the practicality-oriented iSP model
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Gabriele Cerwinka | Gabriele Schranz
Protocol implementation 
200 pages / 14.8 × 21.0 cm 
Paperback
€ 19.99

ISBN 978-3-86881-322-7
Already published
World rights available.

from the series "made the easy Way": 
"everything you need to Know "

Hans-Juergen Probst
Key figures 
220 pages / 14.8 × 21.0 cm 
Paperback
€ 19.99

ISBN 978-3-86881-342-5
January 2012

Matthias Grossmann
Shopping 
176 pages / 14.8 × 21.0 cm 
Paperback
€ 19.99

ISBN 978-3-86881-323-4
Already published
world rights 
(except Spanish)
available.

41Best of redline

Martin Limbeck
They ain't bought  
nothing yet

19,99 € 
ISBN 978-3-86881-288-6
World rights (except Czech, Hungarian, 
Slovene and english world-wide) available. 
208 pages 
5th edition 2011

Edgar K. Geffroy
The only one that disturbs, is the  
digital customer

19,99 € 
ISBN 978-3-86881-297-8
World rights (except english world-wide) available. 
192 pages 
2nd edition 2011
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Frank M. Scheelen
Know yourself, know  
your customer

29,99 € 
ISBN 978-3-86881-308-1
World rights available.  
First edition translated into: Italian, 
Hungarian, English, Polish, French, 
Japanese, Chinese, Russian, Slovene. 
320 pages 
6th edition 2011

Guenter F. Gross
Win at work and  
at home

20,00 € 
ISBN 978-3-86881-034-9
World rights (except Japan, Czech 
Republic, China,  Poland, France, 
Russia, Italy, English, Portugal and 
Spain) available. 
304 pages 
20th updated version 2009

Simone Janson
nude in the net.

16,99 € 
ISBN 978-3-86881-313-5
World rights available.
176 pages 
1st edition 2011

Simone Janson
The 110% lie

17,90 € 
ISBN 978-3-86881-027-1
World rights (except Netherlands, Arabic 
language and Czech) available. 
208 pages 
1st edition 2009

Klaus Schuster
The cheeky bird catches  
the worm

14,90 € 
ISBN 978-3-86881-272-5
World rights (except Slovenia) available. 
336 pages 
2nd edition 2011

Stefan F. Gross
relationship intelligence 

19,95 € 
ISBN 978-3-636-01551-8
World rights (except Romania, 
Korea, Italy, Czech, Poland, Slove-
nia, China and Russia) available. 
288 pages 
3rd updated version 2011

Michael Moesslang
This is how hitchcock  
would present

17,99 € 
ISBN 978-3-86881-298-5
World rights available. 
288 pages 
2nd edition 2011
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The

autobiography

Rudi Assauer, with Patrick Strasser 
my life

256 pages / 14.8 × 21 cm 
Hardcover with pictures
€ 19.99

ISBN 978-3-86883-197-9

This book emerged as a result of many 
conversations with rudi assauer, his 
family members and people connected 
with him.

Press focus

75,000 copies sold since publication

The life of one of the most prominent per-
sonalities of the game with exclusive pic-
tures and footage.

With a foreword by huub Stevens

PaTriCK STraSSer was born in Munich in 1975. Since 1998 he worked as editor at the Munich Abendzei-
tung. His book Hier ist Hoeneß! (2010), a biography of the former Bayern manager, became a bestseller.

Hardly anyone in Germany has dominated football for over five 
decades as has Rudi Assauer, as a player, temporary coach, manager 
and arena owner.

Born in the Saarland, he grew up in the Ruhr and he was noticed 
in the Bundeswehr selection. Assauer at the age of 22 was the youngest 
member of the first German team that won a European Cup - Borussia 
Dortmund, 1966. For six years he played for BVB followed by another 
six years at Werder Bremen. In the year 1976, after ending his 
playing career, overnight he became the youngest professional 
manager of the game. In 1981 an abrupt change took place and 
he joined the FC Schalke, where initially he remained for only five 
years, but in 1993 he returned back to Schalke. With the Royal Blues 
Assauer enjoyed the most successful period, since the 1930s, won 
the 1997 UEFACup and won the cup twice in 2001 and 2002. The 
tragic experience of the club however also came during that period 
during the "Championship of the heart" in 2001, when a minute 
or one shot missed the championship title. But for Assauer his lifetime 
achievement was already accomplished: The Arena "Auf Schalke", 
the most modern multi-purpose stadium in Europe, will always be 
associated with his name.

This autobiography charts the life of the now 67-year-old from 
Herten who earned his first money as a young football kid, rising 
up to the top of German professional football and almost getting 
the ultimate job for Assauer in 1979. The Bayern first wanted him 
as manager.

rudi aSSauer –  
manaGer,  STarmaKer, 
maCho

"Rudy and I have bonded with each 
other wonderfully. I can learn from 
him in so many areas. Who and what 
I am today has a lot to do with 
Assauer. He‘s a great man." From 
the introduction by Huub Stevens 

Aus der Einleitung von Huub Stevens



Shy and modest – that is how close friends describe Mario Girotti alias Terence Hill. That is the reason why information on 
the private life of the star is also little known, even on Bud Spencer‘s page. So hardly anyone knows of Hill‘s ties to Germany, 
his preschool times spent in Lommatzsch near Dresden, his youth in Amelia, the Umbrian birth city of his father and the rest 
in Rome. Hill developed an extreme aversion to violence, which made him reject the role of Rambo – and thus helped Sylvester 
Stallone achieve world fame.

Largely unknown about Terence Hill is also the emotional abyss he fell into that came to light in 1990 with the accidental 
death of his 16-year-old son Ross, an orphan whom he had adopted in 1973, three days after his birth in Munich, with the help 
of Karl May movie producer and friend Horst Wendlandt. 

Ulf Luedeke’s extensive investigations into the life of this celebrity provides in this book many first unknown insights into Hill’s 
life.

The blueST eyeS in  
film hiSTory

ulf luedeKe is a journalist, author and photographer. He works for magazines and radio stations in Germa-
ny and Italy. Born in 1965 in Wolfsburg, he moved in the spring of 1990 against the currents to East Germany, 
where he wrote for various newspapers on politics and culture during the first 10 reunification years.  Since 2001 
he has lived in Italy and from there went on the search to find the real Terence Hill.

Ulf Luedeke
Terence hill
The Exclusive Biography

200 pages / 14.8 × 21 cm 
Hardcover
€ 19.99

ISBN 978-3-86883-203-7

for the first time an exclusive true story 
of an incredibly exciting life with lots of 
unknown details 

100,000 books sold on "bud Spencer’s 
biography"

The author visited hill’s umbrian home 
and spoke with fellow artists and friends

first edition 

30 000

aPril 2012
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over 1 million albums sold

The last two albums, Sterneneisen und 
Sängerkrieg, instantly reached no. 1 rank 
on the German album charts

The book for their many loyal fans

In Extremo, with Wolf-Ruediger Muehlmann
We Will never Kneel down
The story of an abnormal band

272 pages / 14.8 × 21 cm 
Hardcover
€ 19.99

ISBN 978-3-86883-211-2

This tale of the lives of  Kay luTTer, miChael rhein, boriS Pfeiffer, SebaSTian lanGe, andre 
STruGala, florian SPeCKhardT and marCo zorzyTzKy, was written by Wolf-ruediGer 
muehlmann, freelance journalist and staffer on the renowned music magazine Rock Hard.

eXTreme SuCCeSS

do you know the 
craziest rock band 
in Germany?

in eXTremo

In Germany, Kay Lutter, Michael Rhein, Reiner Morgenroth and 
Thomas Mund were prosecuted and arrested, and their music 
was banned. At the same time, celebrated folk musician Andre 
Strugala deserted the army,, and, instead of shouldering a rifle, 
he marched out with his bagpipes accompanying his friend 
Marco Zorzytzky from city to city to illegally play folklore street 
music. Their paths crossed, and in the year 1995 they founded 
In Extremo.

This book is about great successes and painful failures, accidents, 
and dangerous and crazy adventures that you can only experience 
in the melting pot of rock. We Will Never Kneel Down is the 
story of seven vagabonds who, with bagpipes, guitars, their 
original mix of medieval traditions, a modern flair for rock hits 
and, above all, a lot of courage, conquered the world at large.
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This is the first candid book about  
German policemen

The second book of this best-selling  
Spiegel online author

a collection of authentic and scandalous 
characters

Spicy details collected from those who 
know the love Parade, Castor Transport, 
hell’s angels, and SeK first hand

Stefan Schubert
inside the Police force
Pages from the unknown daily life of the 
police in Germany

250 pages / 14.8 × 21 cm 
Hardcover
€ 19,99

ISBN 978-3-86883-191-7

STefan SChuberT, born in 1970, was a policeman in the federal police and regional police NRW (North 
Rhine–Westphalia). In his first book Power he wrote about his resolution of an eight-year-old dual life as a foot-
ball hooligan and a policeman. In Inside the Police Force, he reports about incidents from his own professional 
life as a policeman as well as from the current everyday life of numerous policemen.  

We may seldom get to switch on the TV for true crime films, a 
police series, or a police reality documentary, so we rarely see 
a policeman actually at work. We may even think we know what 
the everyday life of the police looks like. In this book, however, 
we encounter scenes like this, never before depicted so vividly:

•  A contract killing goes unnoticed in spite of a police patrolling 
team just being metres away.

•  For the first time, the German police confiding in a former 
colleague rather than an outsider to bring to light authentic 
and blunt insights into the barricaded police world.

•  Working as part of a deployment of special service commandos, 
an agent abandons his badly injured fellow commando.

•  Never before revealed, two policemen report a catastrophe at 
the Love Parade in Duisburg and the severe traumatization 
that followed. 

All these and five more real stories create a portrait of the police 
that hardly anyone knows.

revealinG The darK Side 
of life aS a German 
PoliCeman!

"Honest and sometimes brutal" 

New Westphalia

The longseller –  
over 25,000 copies

" … Written with incredible suspense 
and excitemen ... A brilliant combi-
nation of nonfiction book and haun-
ting thriller." 

buchtips.net

€ 19,90
ISBN 978-3-86883-026-2

february 2012
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The Postillon
An Honest Newspaper – Independent and 
Fast With the Latest News since 1845

200 pages / 12.5 × 18.7 cm 
Softcover
€ 9.99 

ISBN 978-3-86833-206-8
STefan SiChermann is active as editor-in-chief, editor, publisher, administrator, secretary and trainee on 
the online newspaper The Postillon.

one of the most popular German blogs – 
huge circle of supporters

up to now, 3 million visitors

The best from the most successful satire 
newspaper on the net:  
www.der-postillon.com

The Postillon – dedicated, investigative and always with its hand 
on the pulse of the latest trend – this newspaper reports about 
current events all around the world. If a German politician 
retreats into his or her quiet little chamber, a look is first ventured 
through the keyhole for the enquiring eye of The Postillon (“Bah, 
devil! Merkel and Westerwelle form a coalition”). It also has 
uncovered an entrenched beer scandal (“Jever Fun contains no 
alcohol”) and is a virtual mouthpiece of the WWF when it comes 
to protection of endangered species (“Summersaults of the 
Endangered Species”).

According to its own historiography, The Postillon was founded 
in 1845, and in 2008 it went online as “the last big newspaper”. 
Here, it has become one of the most successful blogs in the 
German Net with thousands of readers daily. This book gathers 
its best articles, the most witty news ticker messages and the 
spectacular foundation history of The Postillon.

The beST SaTiriCal 
neWSPaPer on The neT

• End of the world is just round the corner: (Or, at least, the year ends on the 31st  of December.)

• The FDP (Free Democratic Party) voter for the first time has been listed as an endangered species on the Red List

• France’s beekeepers will be struck especially hard by the burqa ban

• Study: In four out of five shooter games, players are too well oiled to go on a proper rampage 

" The Postillon is the greatest 
newspaper of all times. So I said it. 
Now will I get my teddy back?" 

Kleiner Timmy (9) (staffer’s nine-year-old son)

marCh 2012

entertainMent
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Dimitri Koslowski / Alexander Koslowski
Survived, but at a Sacrifice
The "Die Aussenseiter" explains how to 
tackle life

224 pages / 13.5 × 21 cm 
Softcover
€ 9.99

ISBN 978-3-86883-208-2

more than 750,000 subscriptions to  
"die aussenseiter" on youTube

a survival guide for kids on the other side 
of youTube 

Under the name "Die Aussenseiter" two cousins from Russia, Dimitri and Alexander Koslowski, influence their 
big fan base on YouTube with their home videos. These videos were clicked more than 300 million times, a count 
few stars can dream of. However, both are still not satisfied and are working further on more projects to entertain 
their spectators.

Dimitri and Alexander Koslowski are well known on the Internet 
as the "Die Aussenseiter". With their homemade videos they 
inspire the more than 750,000 fans who have subscribed to the 
Koslowski YouTube Channel. Their music videos, comedy and 
interviews are favorites of their young target groups. Now the 
first book of "DieAussenseiter" is another development in their 
history, a survival guide spelling out just how one can tackle 
real life in the best possible way!  

Since life beyond the Internet can be extremely dangerous and 
unpredictable, the authors have dedicated themselves to 
preparing their readers thoroughly for that dangerous system.

The CulT booK of The 
biGGeST German  
inTerneT STarS

Their videos are   
clicked more than  

300 million  
times on youTube.

aPril 2012
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Nenad Marjanovic | Manuel Iber
added, posted, Webfail!
The most embarrassing and funniest  
Facebook messages

208 pages / 12.5 × 18.7 cm 
Softcover
€ 8.99

ISBN 978-3-86833-202-0

Trend theme 

The first Webfail book, developed with the 
internet community and officially launched 

With a million fans, the biggest German-
speaking facebook humor page

faCebooK’S biGGeST fan 
PaGe – The booK

nutella has Sun Protection factor 9.7
A complete dose of useless knowledge

208 pages / 12.5 × 18.7 cm 
Softcover
€ 8.99

ISBN 978-3-86883-201-3

There can never be enough useless knowledge, as witnessed by 
the following items from this valuable book: 

• Did you know that one cannot hum with a closed nose?

• The fact that waitresses receive more tips in the week in which 
they have their ovulation than otherwise?

• That ants fall down always to the right when they are poisoned?

• Two thirds of the people in the world have never seen snow?

•  Or the fact that a spoon is more dangerous than a shark? 
According to statistics, on an average six people die yearly 
due to shark attack. Spoons, on the other hand, have suffocated 
ten people in the same time period. 

All this and 2000 other unbelievable, exciting and droll facts 
from all subject areas are contained in this book. They are put 
together on the big Facebook page, which inspires thousands 
of fans every day.

huge fan group in facebook: more than 
6,00,000 likes

There was never so much useless know-
ledge in a book

There can never be enough useless know-
ledge, as witnessed by the following items 
from this valuable book: 

Giant series of five parts on bild.de

Search by:  
focus magazin, rTl Point 12,  
Tv week, check it out! hoerzu, tz munich,  
faz, zdf volle Kanne, freundin,  
eXPreSS, rTl ii news

The CulT from faCebooK – 
noW aPPearinG in booK form

This social network on the Internet with all its headings opens 
almost boundless possibilities for users to disgrace themselves 
in public. Those best poised to land up in such a Webfail are 
the ones who …

… appear as Friends. 
…      report virtually every embarrassing situation in their lives 

on Facebook.
…     add their parents, teachers or employers as Friends in 

Facebook.
… have contacts all over Facebook.
…  share what they believe to be their funniest status messages 

or sayings on Facebook.
… just write silly entries

Webfail.at and the Facebook page form a collection of the most 
embarrassing and funniest FB status messages and photos. Witty 
and embarrassing, Webfails bring smiles and outright laughter 
to millions of fans.The best 500 fails – many unpublished 
anywhere else – are gathered in this unique book.



Tom Lift
Charlies little  
Guidebook for upbringing

200 pages / 12.5 × 18.7 cm 
Softcover
€ 9.99

ISBN 978-3-86883-213-6

Two and a Half Men is the sitcom with the 
highest number of viewers

The perfect gift for dad

essentially, the first guidebook about 
parenting that men would be interested in 
buying

Pedagogical and absolutely cheap

Charlie Sheen played from 2003 to 2012 the character of lady 
killer and habitual drinker Charlie Harper in the international 
TV hit series Two and a Half Men. Although he had no interest 
in children, he cared for his nephew Jake – but not in an 
educationally sound manner. In the style this educational 
counselor has written, he probably will not get a recommendation 
either from any legitimate child welfare association.

Charlie gives valuable recommendations on subjects such as 
how one pays dancers in a table dance bar or prostitutes, how 
one can effectively end a relationship with any woman, what 
can be expected with Viagra, and many more important aspects 
of life that real men should know in dealing with their offspring. 
An educational guide that is politically incorrect; Charlie's spirit 
lives on even after his departure from TV’s most notorious show.

everyThinG a Cool 
faTher muST KnoW

ConTenTS:

Personal piercing:
What looks good? 

How do I finish?

Swearing in church

Stand or sit in the toilet?

Negotiations with tarts

Handling Viagra

entertainMent 61entertainMent60
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9,99 €
ISBN 978-3-86883-179-5

12,90 €
ISBN 978-3-86882-171-0

14,99 €
ISBN 978-3-86883-130-6

Axel Froehlich
75 millionen $ for a very hot Coffee
The craziest trials in the world 

200 pages / 12.5 × 18.7 cm 
Softcover
€ 6.99

ISBN 978-3-86883-212-9

The success mantra of absurd laws

The strangest complaints from Germany 
and the rest of the world, including these 
signs

Bathing Naked Strictly Prohibited  
No Alcohol for Fish Under 16 Years of Age

aXel froehliCh, born in Nuremberg in the year 1968, is a copywriter and author by profession. He felt obli-
ged to study alternative money-pooling techniques and, under certain circumstances, to test these by self-experi-
menting. He lives together with his partner in extremely reclusive conditions near the Spanish Pyrenees.

Who does not know the story of the spilled McDonalds coffee 
that brought in a compensation for damages worth millions to 
the clumsy lady customer? This is not the only case of outrageous 
demands.

There is many a crazy complaint, or even a weirdly justifiable 
complaint, that serves the purpose of drenching the claimants 
in a warm torrent of money on the basis of the most absurd 
situations. Some are simply unbelievable. Take the case of 
Wilfried Kalinka, a pensioner who was sued by his neighbour 
just because his bees dropped some honey on the neighbour’s 
car. Or that of an Iranian woman who wanted to quit her marriage 
as her husband never took a shower and smelled incredibly 
badly. Lawsuit frenzy knows no boundaries. Axel Froehlich has 
compiled a colourful bouquet of absurdities that should be made 
into compulsory reading material in every law school.

if you do noT vouCh for ThiS 
booK, We Will Sue you for 
damaGeS uP To 100 million

The neW beSTSeller – GreaTeST 
ColleCTion of ComPlainTS ever

Over 15,000  
copies sold

NEW
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Barbara Becker
b.fiT in 30 days
The Miami Stomach-Legs-Po Training

208 pages / 17 × 24 cm 
Softcover
€ 19.99

ISBN 978-3-86883-209-9

beautiful pictures from the beaches of 
miami

Grand press tour

barbara becker, who has sold over 
5,00,000 books and dvds, is a German 
fitness icon

barbara beCKer, born 1966 and ex-wife of the tennis legend Boris Becker, lives with her two sons in Miami. 
Fitness and a healthy way of living are of utmost importance to her. In recent years she has published virtually 
countless DVDs and books, enjoying much success.

" There is no other complete body 
training that, to my knowledge, 
effectively tightens and moulds the 
body and gives everyone a chance 
to develop an ideal figure of his or 
her own."

Every time Barbara Becker makes an appearance, she is in top 
form! A businesswoman and a mother of two, she gives much 
emphasis to fitness in spite of her packed schedule. Along with 
Tanja Krodel, her trainer for many years, she has developed a 
novel training program that does not involve much time 
investment but gives amazing results.

This book primarily reveals the secret behind the highly efficient 
fitness plan that will help a woman achieve a slim figure in 
only 30 days. The initial daily training of 10 minutes scales up 
to an hour in the course of four weeks. The workouts are 
comprised of quick cardio moves along with strength exercises, 
dance elements and Pilates. Efficient combo exercises are 
dedicated especially to typical problem areas like the stomach, 
thighs and hips, as well as upper arms. 

The nutrition program that accompanies it, with tips for weight 
loss and detoxification, is also essential. This imparts the 
finishing touches to the figure, giving it a beautiful and vital 
charisma.

quiCK fiTneSS WiTh  
barbara beCKer

february 2012
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Johanna Fellner
Project dream figure

19,99 € 
ISBN 978-3-86883-127-6 
World rights available. 
272 pages 
1st edition 2011

Boris Entrup
beautyful with boris entrup 

19,90 € 
ISBN 978-3-936994-78-0 
World rights available. 
136 pages
4th edition 2011

Alexandra Reinwarth
The Chick Code

9,99 € 
ISBN 978-3-86883-169-6 
World rights (except Czech) available. 
208 pages 
2nd edition 2011

Boris Entrup
make-up

24,90 € 
ISBN 978-3-86883-049-1 
World rights available. 
272 pages 
1st edition 2009

Martin Winkler
fingerboarding

16,90 € 
ISBN 978-3-86883-027-9 
World rights (except France and Poland) 
available. 
205 pages 
4th edition 2010

Bei Ling
freedom Sacrificed

19,95 € 
ISBN 978-3-86883-134-4 
World  rights (except English world-wide, 
Finland) available.
384 pages 
1st edition 2010

Thilo Mischke
around the World in 80 woman

19,95 € 
ISBN 978-3-86883-052-4 
World rights (except Hungary and Nether-
lands) available. 
272 pages 
2nd edition 2010

Prof. Dr. Juergen Gießing
hiT fitness

19,90 € 
ISBN 978-3-86883-022-4 
World rights (except Poland) available. 
224 pages 
3rd edition 2012

Lutz Graumann, Boris Beuke,  
Mark Warnecke, Darcy Norman
Get fit to run

19,90 € 
ISBN 978-3-86883-054-5 
World rights available. 
256 pages
1st edition 2010

Marlies Moeller, Sylvia Heiser
hairsecrets

19,90 € 
ISBN 978-3-86883-000-2 
World rights (except Poland) available. 
160 pages 
2nd edition 2009

Marcus Schenkenberg
body Secrets (dvd)

19,95 € € 
ISBN 978-3-86883-069-9 
World rights available. 
130 min 
2nd edition 2010

Daniel Korte, René Matussek
fußball - freestyle (dvd) 

19,90 € 
ISBN 978-3-86883-063-7
World rights available. 
60 min 
1st edition 2010





Natascha Ochsenknecht
Take a deep breath and move  
forward  
The story of my family beyond the  
red carpet

192 pages / 13.5 × 21.0 cm 
Hardcover
€ 17.99

ISBN 978-3-86882-268-7

naTaSCha oChSenKneChT, born in 1964, started working as a model at a tender age of 14 while still a 
schoolgirl. At 21 she moved to Munich to take on modelling full time and tried her hand at acting (which inclu-
ded small appearances in The Old Fox and Crime Scene, as well as being a body double for Brigitte Nielsen). In 
1989 she got to know Uwe Ochsenknecht and had three children with him during the course of their marriage. 
She is now separated and lives in Berlin.

The honest story of a prominent marriage

a glimpse into the "behind the scenes" of 
the glamour world

an absolutely personal book of a mother 
with a soul as well as a body

One could think that life is somehow easier for celebrities. They 
don’t need to worry about money, their everyday life consists of 
parties and charity events, and their families function by 
themselves. Or at least one would believe so. 

However, in reality, it is quite different. Natascha Ochsenknecht 
talks openly and bluntly about her stories and that of her family 
who – as crazy as they may appear even in public – have much 
more to offer than extraordinary names and appearances on 
the red carpet.  She is disarmingly blunt about her life in the 
glamour world and her phases of serious depression, her love, 
her disappointments and a dream family that overcomes 
unbelievable crisis together as a team and yet falls apart at the 
end. However, Natascha Ochsenknecht mainly talks about how 
it feels to be by the side of a famous actor, how one orients 
oneself after a painful separation, and how one starts with a 
new life while others look on. 

The World haS PlenTy 
To TalK abouT, ThanKS 
To ThiS Woman
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you Could live longer, if ...
The Black Book of Human Medicine

200 pages / 14.8 × 21.0 cm 
Brochure
€ 16.99

ISBN  978-3-86882-271-7

The first book that puts patients at par 
with doctors

media focus

With a large inventory of information and 
service providing

A visit to the doctor should serve only one purpose: one should be 
treated well so that one returns to good health as soon as possible. 
However, as a patient, one cannot be too sure of this anymore, 
with ever greater frequency.

Knowing this, questions arise:

•  Is a particular diagnostic technology actually required, or does 
it only serve to increase the profitability of an expensive device?

•  Does one actually stay in the hospital as long as it is required, 
or does the bed need to be occupied a little longer so that the 
hospital can charge a higher fee?

The author provides useful tips on what patients should keep in 
mind and the questions they need to ask the doctor treating them. 
He demonstrates how patients can obtain all the necessary details 
so that they can communicate with the doctor of their choice at 
par, and also ensure that they are being treated in the best possible 
manner. This book makes the patient an equal partner in the 
health industry of the 21st century. 

For risks and side effects, don’t ask your doctor; 
instead, trust yourself!

are you beinG “ill”  
TreaTed?

" Every year, 2–4 percent of patients 
are treated incorrectly in German 
clinics. About 17,000 die due to 
diagnosis resulting from incorrect 
treatments." 

Spiegel Online

40,000 copies sold 
by now

17,99 €
ISBN 978-3-86882-234-2

The  
Scandal 

book

SePTember 2012
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Kurt Tepperwein
The message of your Soul 
3 principals of emotional deacidification

192 Seiten | 13,5 × 21 cm 
Paperback
14,99 €

ISBN 978-3-86882-260-1

KurT TePPerWein is an alternative health care practitioner and therapist. The celebrated lifestyle lecturer 
and success author is a member of the faculty of »Akademie der geistigen Wissenschaften« (Academy of mental 
sciences) and leads the working group »Mental Training«. The application of his mental training has already 
become an important part of their life and a path to success for many people – and not just top managers and 
sportsmen.

The long-awaited counterpart to the  
long-time bestseller 
(over 30,000 copies sold) 

The new Tepperwein – classic, holistic, 
proved and tested 

With checklists and individual exercise 
instructions 

Negative feelings such as guilt, anger, doubt and disappointment 
affect our soul. The longer we are exposed to these negative 
influences, the more lasting impact they have on us. The result 
is a kind of emotional acidity. The mechanism works similar 
to physical acidity, which comes about as a result of an 
unhealthy lifestyle. Kurt Tepperwein has developed an effective 
and recreative detox procedure with which we can bring an 
unexpected recuperative effect to our soul and give it a boost 
of freshness. With the help of a coherent and user-friendly 
program, Kurt Tepperwein explains:

•  The causes for mental acidity: fear, disappointment,  
guilt and doubt

•  How to find solutions and free oneself from negative 
patterns

•  Which factors (e.g., calmness, confidence, courage) boost 
mental hygiene 

  An appendix with checklists and an exercise for individual 
self-analysis complete this classic Kurt Tepperwein guidebook.

The meSSaGe your body 
iS SendinG

total print-run  

500,000 
9,95 €
ISBN 978-3-636-07096-8

8,90 €
ISBN 978-3-86882-231-1

17,99 €
ISBN 978-3-636-07097-5

january 2012

copies by mvg
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Katja Schneidt
you do not own me!
How to protect oneself from domestic  
violence

176 pages / 13.5 × 21.0 cm 
Brochure
€ 16.99

ISBN 978-3-86882-263-2

KaTja SChneidT born in 1970, works full time as an employee in a private employment agency and lives with 
her daughter and son along with her lifelong partner, who also has a son and a daughter. She is author of the 
Spiegel Online bestseller Prisoners in Germany, in which she portrays her own experiences with domestic violence. 
She lives close to Frankfurt am Main.

The first guide book on the topic of  
domestic violence 

25,000 copies sold of her first book Pri-
soners in Germany

one fourth of all women are victims of 
violence in their relationship.

If one looks at the statistics, every fourth woman in Germany 
becomes a victim of violence in her relationship during the course 
of her life. It really does not matter, then, to which social strata 
she belongs, how old she is or whether she has children. The 
problem of violence is seen throughout the society and theoretically 
we all know at least two or three women who are thus affected – 
but we are often not identifying it as such.  For most women, it 
becomes very difficult to free themselves from the spiral of violence 
and actively look for help. This is partially out of fear of the 
partner, but also out of shame in confiding in other people since 
they are scared that they will be told “So why don’t you leave, 
even though you are at fault?”

Katja Schneidt, who herself was a victim of massive violence in 
her relationship earlier in her life, has now written a guidebook 
on this topic that contains several case studies as well as concrete 
tips to overcome violence. She deals with issues such as how one 
adopts a de-escalating approach, how one creates loopholes, or 
how one prepares oneself to leave one’s partner without his 
noticing. With the help of concrete examples, she also shows how  
violence gradually manifests itself in a relationship, what the first 
signs of alarm are, and how the woman can fight back in time 
and look for support. 

One fourth of all women are victims of violence in their relationship.

A book that should have been written much earlier.

The firST GuidebooK for 
Women in diSTreSS

17,99 €
ISBN 978-3-86882-219-9 
Rights sold to Czech



Alexandra Reinwarth
The fitness Project
How I tried out almost every fitness trend to 
get the most beautiful body in the world 

224 pages / 13.5 × 21.0 cm 
Brochure
€ 16.99

ISBN 978-3-86882-252-6

aleXandra reinWarTh is a writer. Among the books she has written are Miss Sex and The Luck Project 
for MVG as well as the Chick Code for Riva Verlag. She lives near Barcelona and has appeared on several talk shows 
and broadcasts.

The funniest training book of all times 

15 fitness trends in a direct comparison

laugh-muscle training for couch potatoes 
and fitness freaks alike

Alexandra Reinwarth is in her mid-thirties, works a lot, likes 
to party, smokes, and hardly plays any sport. But she has a plan. 
She wants to get in top form as soon as possible, though she 
cannot decide what the best way to achieve this is. She, therefore, 
sets out to try out everything that people do to make their bodies 
fit: electro-stimulation, personal training, Pilates, Zumba, 
outdoor-endurance training, step-aerobic and much more. She 
soon learns that not all sport types are suited for every kind of 
personality and that – surprisingly – success does not come 
overnight with any of these sport programs. 

Besides having century-old aching muscles, the result of her 
self-experiment is the realization that sport is fun and sport as 
a pastime can be worthwhile. And very casually she introduces 
the reader to diverse classic and trendy sport types that one 
should try out at least once – with some aching muscles here 
and there. An entertaining read for all those who do not have 
an active relationship with sports yet, or are soon to have one.

The ulTimaTive TraininG 
– for everyThinG inClu-
dinG your lauGh muSCleS

14,95 €
ISBN 978-3-86882-242-7

16,90 €
ISBN 978-3-86882-242-7

february 2012
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dapd news agency
Why does Scratching help When it 
itches? 
... And Other Questions That Affect the World

240 pages / 12.5 × 18.7 cm 
Brochure
€ 8.99

ISBN 978-3-86882-267-0

numerous dapd original texts of the 
popular series “1000 questions” on  
Spiegel Online

entertaining and informative

The phenomena of everyday life explained 
by experts

We take a lot of these everyday things for granted, though it’s 
often not clear to us why or how they are so.  Finally, the really 
important questions are answered here, for which we always 
wished there was an explanation. For instance, why does the 
nose run when it’s cold? Do uncaring mothers really ignore 
their offspring? Is it colder at the South or the North Pole? Why 
don’t migratory birds just stay in the warm south? Why do we 
like watching horror movies? And who can endure pain better 
– men or women? 

The answers to these and numerous other everyday questions 
provide something worthwhile, astonishing and entertaining 
and also guarantee several “Aha!” effects.

Why are CloudS WhiTe?

How does sand come on the beach?

Why does time pass by faster with 
increasing age?

Can one really laugh oneself to death?

numerous dapd original texts of the popular series “1000 Questions” on Spiegel Online:
:

80 81

february 2012
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Oliver Fritsch | Michaela Lang
The anti-burnout book
The most effective strategy for combating 
stress

224 pages / 13.5 × 21 cm 
Brochure
€ 14.99

ISBN 978-3-86882-251-9

a practical book against burnout

With self-test for status determination 

bestselling author of Everything Else, 
which is already out in its 8th edition

a tailor-made strategy that one can keep 
using

oliver friTSCh is the author of the book Everything Else – 15 Questions That Can Change Your Life, with 
which he has helped thousands of people to find their vocation.

miChaela lanG is an entrepreneur and certified Life Coach.

These days, every second sickness notification in Germany is 
linked to a mental-health cause mostly triggered by excessive 
pressure or stress. The diagnosis for this is becoming increasingly 
frequent. It is called burnout. 

In this practical workbook, which can be adapted to one’s own 
situation, the authors show us their tried-and-tested methods 
as prevention against burnout for a better work–life balance 
and more self-determination. With the help of a stress radar, 
the most burning stress-related topics (relationships, children, 
health, finance, etc.) can be analyzed simply and quickly. The 
proven coaching tools introduced here and the recommended 
exercises make it possible for the reader to improve the situation 
he or she is confronted with and to sustain this improvement. 
With the help of the analysis and activity tool box, a few potential 
aspects can be detected, used and further developed productively. 
At the end, the effective 7-steps method helps remove stress and 
bring back balance to the reader’s life. 

Thanks to these techniques, one can develop one’s own tailor-
made – and therefore particularly effective – strategy for 
destressing and find a fulfilling and happy life.

Self-deTermined,  
balanCed, STreSS-free

Cases of illness caused due to burn-
out are significantly on the rise each 
year. By 2020 it is expected that burn-
out will be the second most frequent 
cause of loss of working hours in 
industrial countries. Even today, half 
of all health problems are caused by 
stress. 

8382

marCh 2012
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Gabriela Friedrich
don’t Change your Partner,  
Change yourself!
Knowing and resolving negative relationship 
patterns will help you not make the same 
mistake again

240 pages / 14.8 × 21.0 cm 
Brochure
€ 16.99

ISBN 978-3-86882-236-6 

Gabriela friedriCh was born in 1966 in Hamburg. Since 1997 she has been developing PR and marketing 
concepts as an independent Communications Consultant. She has been involved with coaching since 1993, and 
writes articles and nonfiction books on emotions and controlling them with ease using a version of the mental 
technique BSFF optimized by her. She also writes on communication strategies that work, and helps in connecting. 
She markets her relationship coaching under the brand Wellness for the Love of It (www.wellness-fuer-die-liebe.
de)). In addition, the author has a website with her business coaching offered under www.gabriela-friedrich.de.

a modern relationship guidebook with a 
new, promising approach

With tests, exercises and numerous 
examples 

Stress-free love without side effects: the 
innovative method for relationship  
problems

Which woman does not know this: fighting with the partner 
over and over again, and over the same things. Time and again, 
the feeling of not having been understood. Over and over again, 
the same kind of man who makes life difficult. But men are not 
responsible for this. Relationship Coach Gabriela Friedrich 
exposes unconscious impressions and rigid patterns in our 
subconscious as secret relationship saboteurs that are responsible 
for a lousy way of living. These have to be turned off. The strategy 
is an “emotional house-cleaning” to finally put the tiresome 
negative thinking and behavior patterns to rest. And the process 
is easier than women think. 

The Communication Expert presents the successful mental 
technique BSFF with intelligence, sensitivity and humor. The 
technique is a type of virus scanner for the subconscious that 
removes obstructive internal programs and conditionings and 
creates a new consciousness. The result is graduating at the top 
of this Relationship 10I class, which guarantees a togetherness 
grade of A plus!

The houSeWife’S neW 
beST friend iS in ThiS 
booK

"I think I am experiencing a revival of 
love with my husband ... It is simply 
beautiful, I just cannot complain. I 
don’t even fancy getting to know 
other men anymore since I have 
realized that there is just no one like 
my husband. Who would have thought 
of this a year ago? Thank you dear 
Ms. Friedrich ... thanks a ton."  
Ms. K. after a coaching with BSFF (Be Set Free Fast) 
conducted by Gabriela Friedrich
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ChriSTian GrueninG is an attorney who has also served as a district court judge. He then decided to parti-
cipate in the free economy, heading up Academy Gruening and Verlag Gruening publishing company. Besides 
this, he is active as an author, lecturer and mediator (CVM).

Christian Gruening
learning Success Guarenteed 
How to improve your reading and learning 
ability

The author has given very successful 
seminars on the theme

one of the most successful titles on the 
subject of learning

Guaranteed quick returns – order now at 
mvg!

a SuCCeSSful ProGram 
by ChriSTian GrueninG

Whether it is tests, exams, professional or personal development, 
life is a continuous learning process. And one has no chance 
to avoid this process.

After working with this book, anyone can read faster and – 
much more important – with better understanding and better 
memorization. Even complex information is processed in the 
brain and is incorporated easily into present knowledge. This 
type of ”constructive” knowledge can be easily “reconstructed” 
so that it can be recalled at the decisive moment. This process 
is well supported by good time management. We can learn to 
improve our concentration and develop a strong motivation to 
complete important tasks. Moreover, all this can happen without 
any stress.
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80,000
sold Copies

174 pages / 14.8 × 21.0 cm 
Soft Cover
€ 16.99 
World rights (except Estonian, Korean, Croatian, Polish, Russian, Chinese language, 
Taiwanese and Hungarian) available.

ISBN 978-3-940166-06-7

available – by mvG
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a real time-saver

Tested methods 

Successful technique also comes in the 
form of seminars

read faST and  
ComPrehend more

One has to invest a lot of time to acquire information by reading. 
It is observed that thoughts often wander while reading, and 
thus one may take an excessive amount of time to complete 
just a single page. It is not by chance that more and more books 
and magazine pile up, and finally they are put on a shelf or 
simply thrown away. In this guidebook by Christian Gruening, 
one learns to master efficient reading techniques. He shows how 
content can be quickly comprehended and also memorized.  By 
using Visual Reading® technology, reading speed can be 
gradually increased and concentration enhanced, with 
understanding and memory developed simultaneously. Want to 
read several books at the same time? You can.20,000  

sold Copies

Christian Gruening
visual reading®

Guaranteed fast reading and increased 
understanding

available – by mvG
170 pages / 14.8 × 21.0 cm 
Soft Cover
€ 16.99 
World rights (except Korean, Croatian, Polish and Russian) available.

ISBN 978-3-940166-06-7

how children get through school  
successfully

authentic and standard articulation –  
whenever needed

quick and correct pronunciation, comprehensible, with 
humorous sidelights

The first speech training audiobook

Many youngsters are bullied or teased at school by other schoolmates, 

treated unfairly by teachers or have terror of projects and seminar papers. 

However, with a few elocution tricks and ruses, one can effortlessly learn 

to counter fear and to present well.

»Elocution« sounds, in the first place, frightfully boring for pupils. But 

this must not be so. Elocution trainer Isabel Garcia gives entertaining 

and target-group oriented communication tips for pupils in the age 

group 9 to 14 years. In lucid and clear manner, she explains the 

fundamentals of oratory, how they are used and applied every day at 

school. Everything, right from the correct communication with school-

friends and teachers to self-confident appearance before the class as well 

as the body language of the pupil right up to the structural makeup of 

a good project and the optimal preparation for an oral examination, is 

dealt with extensively in the book.

In order to ensure that all these tips really help and function, Isabel 

Garcia has tested them with pupils of the most different schools. With 

this book, the school is fun again!

iSabel GarCÍa, born in 1969 in Hamburg, is 
an elocution trainer, seminar leader, speaker and 
presenter. The trained singer, actress and certified 
speaker is an expert in all that concerns the spoken 
word. Her seminars are booked by customers like 
Bertelsmann, Peek & Cloppenburg, Intercontinen-
tal Hotels Group, Commerzbank and many others. 

Isabel García
Quick-witted in school
How you can assert yourself  
better and master exam  
situations extremely well

200 pages | 14,8 × 21,0 cm 
Brochure
16.99 € 
World rights available.

ISBN 978-3-86882-241-0
November 2011

Isabel García
i speak.  
74 minutes 
14,80 € 
World rights available.

ISBN 978-3-9814268-3-0
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Kurt Tepperwein
if it doesn't make you happy,  
let it go

7,90 € 
ISBN 978-3-636-07097-5 
World rights (except Spanish, Hungarian, 
Slovak, Czech, Russian) available.

Kurt Tepperwein
Crisis as Chances

8,90 € 
ISBN 978-3-636-07099-9 
World rights (except Hungarian, 
Russian) available.

Kurt Tepperwein
reading illnesses from faces

7,90 € 
ISBN 978-3-636-07073-9 
World rights (except Bulgarian, Czech, 
Hungarian and Russian) available. 
208 pages 
3th edition 2011

Kurt Tepperwein
my relationship with myself

5,00 € 
ISBN 978-3-636-07221-4 
World rights (except Hungarian) 
available.

Kurt Tepperwein
intuition - The mysterious power  
of intuition

8,90 € 
ISBN 978-3-636-07177-4 
World rights (except Lithuanian) available. 
240 pages 
11th edition 2011

Kurt Tepperwein
What your illness is Telling you 

9,95 € 
ISBN 978-3-636-07096-8 
World rights (except Czech, Estonian, 
Slovak, Bulgarian, Romanian, Hungari-
an, Brasilian, Portuguese, Russian, 
Polish) available.

Kurt Tepperwein
live in the here and now

8,90 € 
ISBN 978-3-636-07192-7 
World rights (except Hungarian, Czech) 
available. 

Kurt Tepperwein
What your body is Telling you

8,90 € 
ISBN 978-3-86882-231-1 
World rights (except Slovak, Czech Republic, 
Hungarian, Estonian and Turkish) available. 
336 pages 
19th edition 2011

Kurt Tepperwein
happy

16,90 € 
ISBN 978-3-86882-012-6 
World rights (except Slovak, Czech, 
Hungarian) available.
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Vera F. Birkenbihl
language learning in theory 
and practice

10,95 € 
ISBN 978-3-86882-211-3 
World rights available. 
224 pages 
34th edition 2011

Vera F. Birkenbihl
Permit learning

5,95 € 
ISBN 978-3-636-07251-1 
World rights available. 
112 pages 
4th edition 2011

Vera F. Birkenbihl
Communication Training

8,90 € 
ISBN 978-3-636-07253-5 
World rights (except Slovak, Portuguese, 
Czech, Italian, Korean, Arabic language, 
Hungarian) available. 
320 pages 
32nd edition 2011

Vera F. Birkenbihl
a head full of Straw

8,90 € 
ISBN 978-3-636-07227-6 
World rights (except Arabic language, 
Korean, simplified Chinese, Czech) 
available.

Vera F. Birkenbihl
The inner archive

15,90 € 
ISBN 978-3-636-07206-1 
World rights available. 
392 pages 
6th edition 2012

Vera F. Birkenbihl
learn nevertheless! 

9,90 € 
ISBN 978-3-636-06291-8 
World rights available. 
164 pages 
4th edition 2010

Vera F. Birkenbihl
Teach nevertheless!

15,90 € 
ISBN 978-3-636-06290-1 
World rights available. 
296 pages 
5th edition 2011

Vera F. Birkenbihl
Signals of the body

9,95 € 
ISBN 978-3-636-07235-1 
World rights (except Italian, Hungarian, 
Slovene, Russian) available.
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Melissa Leone
my Secret

16,90 € 
ISBN 978-3-86882-163-5 
World rights (except Polish, Russian, Czech, 
Hungarian) available. 
176 pages 
1st edition 2010

Katja Schneidt
Prisoner in Germany

17,99 € 
ISBN 978-86882-219-9 
World rights (except Czech) available. 
288 pages 
5th edition 2011

Werner Krag
Why am i actually not happy?

9,99 € 
ISBN 978-3-86882-244-1 
World rights (except Japanese and Saudi 
Arabia) available. 
304 pages 
5th edition 2011

Dr. med vet. Jutta Ziegler
dogs live longer.... 
black book of veterinarians 

17,99 € 
ISBN 978-3-86882-234-2 
World rights available. 
192 pages 
4th edition 2011

Alexandra Reinwarth
The hapiness Project

14,95 € 
ISBN 978-3-86882-205-2 
World rights (except Korean) available. 
256 pages 
3rd edition 2011

Charlotte Labouche
The ultimate Sex

14,90 € 
ISBN 978-3-86882-007-2 
World rights (except Czech) available.

Miriam Pielhau
foreign body

17,90 € 
ISBN 978-3-86882-027-0 
World rights available. 
216 
6th edition 2011
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